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June 12, 1979 

ALL-COUNTY INFORMATION NOTICE I-61-79 

TO: ALL COUNTY WELFARE DIRECTORS 

SUBJECT: PROCEDURE FOR lllENTIFYING LICENSED VEHICLES WHICH HAVE 
A :"AIR i-lARKET VALUE UNDER $4,500 

REFERENCE: 

This letter provides an alternate procedure for decreasing the use of 
Bluebooks that should simplify the process in determining whicJ--. 
vehicles have a fair market value under $4,500, Attached is a 
table which identifies by codes licensed vehicles havin3 a fair 
market value under $4,500, This table is derived from the Department 
of Ho tor Vehicles (ll"'iV) "Vehicle License Fee ;,ate Table." The first 
time a vehicle is registered, DHV assigns a two letter code ~,,hich 
corresponds to the vehicle's initial purci1ase price. To use the 
table it is nt~cessary to i1ave this two letter code, which is present 
0:.1 all California vehicle re,:;istration cards ( see attacln1cnt). 
T11e table lists Jy no::iel year the SJan of n;tv t,,m letter cot.les •,,;hich 
represent vehicles with a fair market value under ~4, 500. Since 
the. span of two letter codes increases for each model year on an 
annual basis, the 'table will be revised in January of each year 
by the Department of Social Services in accordance with DH.V's "Vehicle 
License Fee ?.ate Table. 11 

Instructions for Use of the Table 

1, Locate the vehicle model year on the table, 

2, Identify the two letter code on the regis~ration card and compare 
to the two letter code span, 

3, If the two letter code falls within the span of the letter codes 
for that model year, then the vehicle is valued at $4,500 or less, 

4, For vehicles uith a two letter code which does not fall within the 
span of two letter codes for that model year, follow the procedure 
as specified in Section 63-501, 5 of the manual. 
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':<'or exarnple, a 1974 Datsun 610 which has been assigned the two letter 
code "AY" has a value under $4,Sfl0 because for model year 1974 the codes 
A.,\ throu,Jh BH have been identified. However, the Bluebook must be used 
to determine the fair market value of a 1977 Honda Accord which has the 
two letter code "BE" because for model year 1977 only the coJes AA. throu:1;i1 
BB have been identified. If the vehicle's fair market value is under 
$4,S0n accordinc; to the table, we reco@;iend that you note the model :year 
and the two letter code on the 11 Application Horksheet" for verification 
purposes. 

This table cannot he used when evaluating a used vehicle that was purchased 
outside of California. ~Y1V identifies such vehicles by enterin~ the 
year the vehicle was ~irst registered in California in the asterisk year 
box (see attachment). At any time this box is filled in, the Bluebook 
must be used. This table also cannot be used to evaluate licensed antique, 
custom uade or classic vehicles. County ·welfare departments should continue 
the current method of appraisin3 such vehicles. 

If you havt.~ any questions or com1:1ents regarding this table, !)lease contact 
your Pro,;ra,n ()perations analyst at (916) 322-51+75, 

Sincerely, 

r-r.c l.(I HS l::Y 
Deputy Jirector 

-~.t tochment 

CC! CHUA 




